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CUSTOMCUSTOM
BALLOON GARLANDBALLOON GARLAND

extraextra over-the-topover-the-top
Our extra style garlands

start at 10ft and includes
balloon sizes 5" - 24"

Our over-the-top style garlands
start at 12ft and includes
balloon sizes 5" - 24" and 

1 foil per every 3ft of garland
$18 per foot$18 per foot $22 per foot$22 per foot

*pricing does not include delivery/installation fee



GARLAND-ON-THE-GOGARLAND-ON-THE-GO

*garlands-on-the-go will not have a delivery/installation fee. Pick up requires a mid sized to large SUV or Van with seats down 

If we are booked over your desired date,
you are taking the balloons to an event

out of town or you are looking for a
budget friendly option, we do offer a pick

up garlands. Pick up garlands come in
either a 6ft or 12ft option, and include 3

sizes of balloons. 
These garlands come fully inflated and

created. 

We include a Hanging Kit that comes
with instructions and supplies based on

your desired hanging location!

Foil numbers or characters can be
added directly to your garland for an
additional fee (price varies per item).

$75 per garland$75 per garland

$150 per garland$150 per garland

  6ft Extra6ft Extra  

12ft Extra12ft Extra  



BALLOON WALLBALLOON WALL

*pricing does not include delivery/installation fee  

Wanting something a little
different than a balloon garland? 
Our balloon walls are the perfect

backdrop for any occasion!
Balloon walls are 8ftx8ft and

include balloon sizes 5"-19" and
the rental frame.

Foils, Florals or Signs can be
added onto the balloon wall for

an additional charge. 
(see add-on sections) 

$600$600



AeroPole BALLOON ARCHAeroPole BALLOON ARCH

Looking for an entrance that WOWs? 
Our AeroPole system can be used

indoors or outdoors to create
that one-of-a-kind GRAND entrance or  

focal point for your next event. 

25ft Extra25ft Extra

25ft Over-the-Top25ft Over-the-Top
$500 per arch$500 per arch

$600 per arch$600 per arch
*Additional charges apply if customer requests foils on each side of arch

*Inquire for pricing for full foil balloon arch
*Refer to style explanations on page 2 for balloon garland details



ARTIST'S CHOICEARTIST'S CHOICE

*budget minimum does not include
delivery/installation fee 

Stuck trying to get your
creative juices flowing? Let us

do the work for you! Our
Artist's Choice option allows

you to let us do all of the
creative thinking! All you have

to do is share your event
theme, photos of your venue,
party supplies/invitation and

your balloon budget! 

$350 budget minimum$350 budget minimum



draped framedraped frame gold ringgold ring

RENTAL OPTIONSRENTAL OPTIONS
Unable to attach garland to a wall? No problem! 

Our rental frames make the perfect freestanding backdrops for all 
balloon garlands!

$75 rental fee$75 rental fee

*pricing does not include balloon garlands as pictured or delivery/installation/dismantle fees 

$75 rental fee$75 rental fee
greenery greenery wallwall

$150 rental fee$150 rental fee

Draping Color Options: 
White Sequin, White Sheer, Blush Sheer, 

Black Sequin, Black Sheer 

Dimensions: 8ftx8ft
*14ft garland pictured
*Added tropical leaves 

not included in garden wall rental

Height: 7.5ft
Circumference: 24ft

*14ft or 22ft of Garland 

Dimensions: 8ftx10ft



7ft chiara wall7ft chiara wall 5ft chiara wall5ft chiara wall

RENTAL OPTIONSRENTAL OPTIONS
Unable to attach garland to a wall? No problem! 

Our rental frames make the perfect freestanding backdrops for all 
balloon garlands!

$75 rental fee-$75 rental fee-

*pricing does not include balloon garlands as pictured or delivery/installation/dismantle fees. Above options available for indoor rental only 

$50 rental fee$50 rental fee
pastel fringe pastel fringe wallwall

$50 rental fee$50 rental fee
Dimensions: 8ftx8ft

*includes frame
$125 for combined rental$125 for combined rental

Wall Vinyl Customization starting at $45Wall Vinyl Customization starting at $45

*5ft wall pictured  on LEFT



floral packagesfloral packages
ADD-ON OPTIONSADD-ON OPTIONS

*pricing does not include delivery/installation fee 

Take your balloon garland to the next level by
adding one of our floral packages!

$50$50$50$50
Silk Flower Package Fresh Flower Package Boho Flower Package

$50+$50+
*rental item - must be returned *rental item - must be returned

Tropical Package

$35$35
*rental item - must be returned



Bride-to-BeBride-to-Be  
Gold SignGold Sign

$35 rental fee$35 rental fee
*pricing does not include balloons as pictured or delivery/installation/dismantle fees. Signs not available for pick up. Signs not available for individual rental, must be added to balloons. 

NeonNeon  
"Cheers" Sign"Cheers" Sign  

$45 rental fee$45 rental fee

ADD-ON OPTIONSADD-ON OPTIONS



CenterpiecesCenterpieces

ADD-ON OPTIONSADD-ON OPTIONS

Elevate your event by
adding centerpieces and

table garlands
throughout the space to

bring the whole party
together!

$35 per$35 per
Tall Balloon Topper

Centerpiece

$10 per$10 per  
 Mini Balloon 

Garland Centerpiece

~ 2ft Tall Character or
Custom   

Centerpieces

$15-25 per$15-25 per  

*florals added for additional fee

*teddy bear add-on - no additional fee



photo columnsphoto columns
Photo columns are truly the icing on
the cake when it comes to making

someone feel special! From fun
characters to numbers/letters, we can
customize the columns to make the
perfect photo buddy for the big day!

$25 per column -$25 per column -  

$35 per column -$35 per column -

ADD-ON/PICK UP OPTIONSADD-ON/PICK UP OPTIONS

*pricing does not include delivery/installation fee, item can be picked up as stand alone order  

 Standard foil number
or character topper

Vinyl custom jumbo
round topper



*pricing does not include delivery/installation fee *item can be picked up as stand alone order

balloon bouquetsballoon bouquets
Balloon bouquets are a fun way to incorporate the entire theme of your event into one

portable balloon structure! Standing ~ 4ft tall, these can be placed on tables or on the ground
and make for the perfect photo op for any birthday or milestone!

ADD-ON/PICK UP OPTIONSADD-ON/PICK UP OPTIONS

Add Vinyl Customization, starting at $10.00 

$100 per bouquet$100 per bouquet



*pricing does not include delivery (starts at $25.00 for drop off)
*Customization pricing subject to change based on complexity of customization request

balloon towersballoon towers
Balloon towers are perfect to dress up
entrances, designate photo areas, or

just as a fun add-on to any installation!
Standing between 6ft - 7ft tall, they are

sure to grab your guest's attention!

$60 per tower -$60 per tower -  Standard balloon base tower
with foil character, number
or starburst topper

ADD-ON/DELIVERY OPTIONSADD-ON/DELIVERY OPTIONS

$100 per tower -$100 per tower -  Crazy tower with balloon/tassel
mixed base and custom jumbo
round topper

$75 per tower -$75 per tower -  Standard balloon base tower
with custom jumbo round
topper



ADD-ON/DELIVERY OPTIONSADD-ON/DELIVERY OPTIONS

organic balloon towersorganic balloon towers
Our organic balloon towers serve as the perfect

free-standing garland that can add a POP of
color to any space within your event or be used

individually as a backdrop for photos! These
towers are more substantial than the traditional
tower, providing the look of a garland. Our full

tower is 5ft tall and our half tower is 3ft tall.

$100 per full tower$100 per full tower  
$50 per half tower$50 per half tower  

includes balloon sizes 5"-19" 
*Foil balloons can be added for an additional fee

per balloon. Full towers available for drop off only.

Full tower (left)
Half Tower (right)

*pricing does not include delivery (starts at $25.00 for drop off)



$10 - small (26")$10 - small (26")
$15 - large (40")$15 - large (40")

Starbursts Numbers/Letters

$8 - small (16")$8 - small (16")
$15 - large (36")$15 - large (36")

Misc 
(characters/shapes/etc.)

prices varyprices vary

If you would like to add foil balloons to your Garland-on-the-Go, Extra style
garland, balloon wall, organic towers or other areas of your party, this is the page

to visit!

foil balloonsfoil balloons
ADD-ON OPTIONSADD-ON OPTIONS

*pricing does not include delivery/installation fee 

Many colors available for each option



DELIVERY/INSTALLATION/DISMANTLEDELIVERY/INSTALLATION/DISMANTLE

Our delivery/installation/dismantle is an added 20% fee to your overall purchase order.  

For locations outside of our 15 mile radius of Troy, IL, there will be an additional $2.50 per
mile fee. This will also apply to your dismantle fee for rental items if the location is over 15
miles from our office. For exact cost of delivery/install/dismantle, please provide your

event location at inquiry. 

Installation fees are designated for balloons, items, supplies and frames supplied by the POP
team exclusively. If requesting assistance by our team to hang or add your own items to

the balloon display, there will be an additional charge starting at $15.00. 
Please let us know in advance as we are happy to help and add this to your initial invoice. 

For orders placed less than 7 days PRIOR to your event, there will be an added RUSH fee
starting at $25.00. This fee will increase based on the size/needs of the order.

If no rental frames or items are purchased requiring return by the POP team, the client will
be responsible for all dismantle and proper disposal of balloons at your event.
Please refer to our contract upon confirmation of your order for further details.
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WHAT’S NEXT?WHAT’S NEXT?
Now that you have gone through our pricing catalog, you are ready to get started! We

are always available to give suggestions and answer questions. If desired, we are
happy to arrange a phone call to discuss your event as well. We can't wait to work with

you! 

Looking for more? Let us know if you have other ideas outside of our pricing catalog
that we can create for you! Also, take a look at our social media and website for

examples of our previous work!

An invoice, signed contract and 25% deposit is required to guarantee your event date
on our calendar!

Final payment is due the day before the event installation or pick-up.

Alyssa & AlexAlyssa & Alex

Pop it. 
Drop it. 
Party ON!
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